Hello ACPRAC colleagues:

Last week, the Lumen Sponsors met to discuss what an agenda might look like for this week's ACPRAC meeting. Given we are post-software implementation, we realized most of the items we have for the group are updates and not decision items. For this reason, we are canceling this week Friday's ACPRAC meeting. Below you'll find some recent updates:

- This week Friday is the deadline for all School/College Guide editors to complete their non-governed updates. Jen Brown emailed last week a list of "untouched" Guide pages to the School/College editors.
- University Marketing will be providing a copy editor for a final-review of all the non-governed Guide content for this Guide publication.
- Based on feedback from the January Lumenaries meeting, Melissa Schultz created a kb page to let individuals know about current bugs/tickets with CourseLeaf. That can be found here: [https://kb.wisc.edu/lumen/97228](https://kb.wisc.edu/lumen/97228)
- Minutes from the October and November meetings are available in Box, we will approve when we meet in-person.
- Change certificate shared content. The attached document is a proposal to remove specific language from our current undergraduate/special student certificate shared content. Please let us know if you support this proposal.

If you have items which you would like to see at the April meeting, please let us know.
We will have a calendar for the 2020-21 Guide/Lumen business cycle based on the dates and deadlines of existing meetings and business cycles for presentation at that meeting too. As a reminder, that meeting is Friday, April 17th from 10:30-12.

Enjoy the extra time in your calendars tomorrow.

Stay Warm!
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